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BOOK REVIEW

T
wo debut novels both set 
in Philadelphia are each by 
lawyers with Philadelphia ties, 

but at the same time radically different.
Robert Glinski, author of “The 

Friendship of Criminals,” practiced as a 
criminal defense lawyer in Philadelphia 
before leaving the practice of law. He has 
crafted a novel where every character is a 
criminal but is so well developed that the 
reader has sympathy for many of them. 
These are not stereotypes.

His dialogue is like a George Higgins 
riff - tough, often not grammatical, 
sometimes purposefully murky, but 
always on point and driving the plot 
forward. Bad people are telling other bad 
people what to do.

The story is simple. Italians from South 
Philly try to extend the scope of their 
criminal territory into Port Richmond, 
where the organized crime is dominated 
by Poles. In short, it is an old-fashioned 
gang war, with other groups being 
lobbied to take sides and an undercover 
FBI agent thrown in.

Glinski knows his Philadelphia 
neighborhoods and ethnic groups. He 
makes this story real, compelling and 
fun to read.

“Thank You, Goodnight” writer, Andy 
Abramowitz, practices administrative 
law in Philadelphia and the liner notes 
indicate that he had an early involvement 

with music.
The story is about a 38-year-old 

lawyer in Philadelphia who had success 
out of high school as a one-hit wonder 
rocker, before his band broke up. Several 
odd incidents in Europe cause him 
to write a few new songs that get the 
attention of his old producer, and he sets 
out to convince his former colleagues 
(interesting characters themselves who 
are now members of the establishment) 
to get together again.

Will they agree? Will the album be 

good? Be marketable? Will the band get 
along?  Will they tour? Will the leader’s 
girlfriend stay with him? 

The author seems to know of what he 
writes - the life of an associate, the music 
business and the desire for a legacy. This 
is a touching and fascinating tale that the 
reader does not want to end.

David I. Grunfeld (dgrunfeld@astorweiss.
com), of counsel to Astor Weiss Kaplan & 
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Philly Double Feature
Strong Philadelphia Connection in These Two Novels 
Written by Lawyers With Ties to the City

Will they agree? Will the album be good? Be 
marketable? Will the band get along?  Will they 
tour? Will the leader’s girlfriend stay with him? 




